


5 Nasty Lifts You Ain’t 
Ever Done

By Teiko Reindorf



Yo, what’s up Big Man

I’ve heard you like to tear it up in the gym

 If you’ve been liftin for some time you probably know that every once in awhile things get stale.

Stale workouts ain’t shit 

so I’ve gone ahead and compiled the 5 nastiest lifts you ain’t ever tried to add some spice to your 
workouts.

The lifts I am about to show you can either be used as primary exercises in your workout or added 
onto the end of your workout as funky ass finishers.

If you are ready to get your mind blasted, lets take a look at the lifts.

1:Walking deadlifts

The first time I saw this lift, I almost screamed like a prepubescent teenybopper at a Justin Bieber 
concert. 

It was mid day in the shitty commercial gym I used to work at and these two unknown lifters 
sauntered onto the gym floor.

Though both of these mutherfuckers were relatively jacked, the one thing that really stood out was 
their choice of attire. These two doods where wearing the shortest fuckin shorts I’d ever seen in 
my life. 

 I laughed to myself for a moment and turned my head to go back to my lifts, when all of a sudden 
I saw one of them pull this doozy out of his arsenal.

Immediate RESPECT.

I later came to find out that these 2 beasts were professional Rugby players, which put the short-
short thing into perspective- they were European.

So, back to the dead lift. 



The technique is pretty simple.

Bend the knees, keep a flat back and pick the weight up. Once you have the weight off the floor 
walk a few steps and set it down. Repeat for 9-12 reps to complete the exercise.

This shit is gonna fry your glutes, back, traps and forearms. 

2: Hack Squats

No fancy stories here dood. 

I picked this one up in an old powerlifting journal I found browsing online. I figured most people 
assume the hack squat relates to that piece of shit squat machine taking up space in your local 
gym...

But

This real variation of the hack squat is a was created by strongman/wrestler Dr Hackensmidt (Oth-
erwise known as the Russian Lion)

To perform the hack squat,place the barbell behind you on the ground. Elevate your heels on a 
board or plates. Squat down and grab the bar - which should be behind you and pick that shit up.

The heels elevated position will place more stress on your quads and allow you to stay more up-
right as you squat.

Begin with 3-4 sets of 9-12 reps, sucka!



 
3: Plate pinches

Hey, wanna know why you are a weak lil girly man?

It’s because your grip strength sucks. 

True G’s know that the one thing that separates them from those who can’t lift shit is the strength of 
their grip.

If you wanna see your lifts improve start working your grip strength using the plate pinch.

To perform the plate pinch, pick up a pair of plates and place them together so the smooth parts are 
on the outsides. 

Now pick the plates up in one hand and hold them until your grip gives out.

Word to the wise, the plates will come crashing down when you fatigue so move your damn feet to 
avoid injury.

4: Saxon side bends.

Let me preface this one by telling you, I have a love hate relationship with this exercise.

It’s the one of the few exercises that makes me feel like a little bitch each time I do it. 



To perform this lift pick up a light, light weight and press it overhead. Once the weight is extended 
overhead bend laterally (sideways) from the waist and push your opposite hip out.

Complete the exercises by bending side to side with the weight-hoisted overhead. 

You will feel this lift in the sides of your trunk if you are doing it properly. If you feel it in your back 
lighten the damn weight.

Do 3 sets of 12-15 reps to finish your workout.

Plate drags

Training your legs while recovering from a back injury stinks. 

Luckily, I was able to train around the pain using little known exercises like the plate drag.

To perform the plate drag, lay on the ground with a weight plate lon the ground in front of you.
Dig your heel into the lip of the plate and drag it towards your ass by curling your leg.

Once the weight has been curled, place a foot on it and push it back to starting position.

I probably don’t need to tell you this but people will look at you wondering WTF you are doing when 
you do this exercise… Don’t sweat it.

They are small and weak.

So there you have it, 5 nasty lifts you ain’t ever tried. Try them if you are a bad-ass and let me know 
how it goes.

Thanks for reading

I’m out.
Teiko Reindorf NSCA-CPT

 


